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It is shown that for each k > 0 there exists a finite-dimensional continuum X which is not UV -equivalent, and therefore not CE-equivalent, to any continuum Y such that the dimension of Y is equal to the shape dimension of X .
A map of compacta is cell-like (= CE) if all point-inverses have trivial shape. On the class CM^ of finite-dimensional compacta, the CE maps generate an equivalence relation known as CE-equivalence. To be precise, X, Y e CM, are said to be CE-equivalent if there exist spaces Xx= X, X2, ... , X2n, X2n+X = Y in CMy and CE maps X2j -► X2i±x , i -I, ... , n . CE-equivalence implies shape equivalence, but the converse fails to be true (see S. Ferry [2] or our paper [5] ). This leaves the general problem to decide whether a given invariant of CE-equivalence is a shape invariant or not. This paper is concerned with a very natural dimension invariant. For X e CM^, the CE-dimension of X is defined as the number CE-dim X = min{dim 7|7is CE-equivalent to X). Obviously, CE-dim X >SdX (= shape dimension of X; see e.g. [4] ). Using our notation, we can restate a question which appears in "A list of open problems in shape theory" by J. Dydak and J. Segal:
Is it true that CE-dim X = Sd X for each X e CMf.
In other words, is CE-dim X a shape invariant?
We shall show that the answer is "no." For this purpose it will be convenient to work with the weaker concept of UV -equivalence, that is, the equivalence relation on the class of metrizable spaces generated by the proper UV -maps (cf. [3, 5] ). Recall that a map is UV if all point-inverses are UV , that is, have vanishing homotopy pro-groups up to dimension k. The definition of the UV -dimension of a metrizable space X, abbreviated by UV -dim X , can safely be left to the reader. Since CE-equivalence implies UV -equivalence, we have CE-dim X > UV^-dimX for each X e CM/.
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The proof of the theorem is based on the theory of UV -components developed in [5] . Clearly, it is no restriction to assume that dim.Y0 = SdXQ. has an HPol-expansion Y' -* {Ya} where all Ya are polyhedra of dimension < k . Therefore pro-Hk(Y') can be represented by an inverse system of free abelian groups, which cannot be isomorphic to Z2. This contradiction proves UV -dimXj. > k + 1. The equation (3) follows now from Ferry's observation that UV^-dimX < k + 1 for any compactum X (see [3, Proposition 1.10]).
Remarks. (1) Let C fin denote the class of continua X suchthat pro-nx (X) is pro-finite. Our theorem leaves the question whether CE-dim X = SdX for each finite-dimensional X e Cprofin. However, we have a complete picture regarding UV -dim X for X e C fin . On C fin, shape equivalence implies UV*-equivalence (see [3, Theorem 2] ); hence UV^-dimX < SdA Moreover, for compacta of dimension < k , UV -equivalence implies shape equivalence (see [3, Theorem 1] ). We infer that UV*-dim X = Sd X whenever SdX <k:
Choose a compactum Y shape equivalent to X with dim Y -Sd X and a compactum Z UV -equivalent to X with dim Z = UV -dim X ; then Y and Z must be UV -equivalent of dimension < k, whence Sd X = Sd Z < dimZ = UV*-dimA On the other hand, if SdX > k, UV*-dimZ can take any of the values 0,2,3,...,/:+1:
Let r > k and define Y0 = Sr, Yj = Sr V Sj for j = 1, ... , k , Yk+X = Sr V Pk (V denotes one-point union and Pk is taken from the above proof). Then all Y¡ e C fin , Sd Y¡ = r, but \JYk-dimYi = i. Note that neither UV*-dimX =1 nor SdX = 1 is possible when X e Cprofin .
(2) The counterexamples given in our theorem are not locally connected. However, for each k > 0 R. Daverman and G. Venema have constructed an LC ~ continuum Xk of dimension k + 1 which is shape equivalent to S but not CE-equivalent to S1 (see [1] ). Such an Xk has SdXk = 1 but is not CE-equivalent to any locally connected one-dimensional compactum (since shape equivalence and CE-equivalence are the same on locally connected onedimensional compacta, see [1] ).
